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DOLLAR AGENCY

Various Agencies Within Scope Of Public Education Begin Scramble For Funds

(Editors note: This is the first of a brief series by Progress News Editor Craig Ammerman, on public education and the agencies that support it.

By CRAIG AMMERMAN

Editor in Chief

Kentucky public education, the phenomenon that commands a large percentage of the taxpayers' dollars, finds itself in a peculiar position in measuring begins to find ways to finance this ever-demanding system.

Uncertainty and unrest are two vital factors in an educational system only six months away from a critical session with state lawmakers.

Recent evidence of a $2 million deficit in operating demands for higher wages by a well-organized union of public school teachers, creation of a new four-year college, the pending entry of the University of Louisville into the state system and normal growing pains have caused alarm in many circles.

Kentucky can continue to educate its youth at the present rate? And, if it can, where will the money come from?

The last session of the Legislature allocated a record $55 million to finance the state's K-12 education program, the biggest increase in history. To find funds for that budget, a two per cent increase in the state's tax was levied. In the state's income tax, the percent of auto- mobile license tags were raised. Now, the coin looms larger than in the last session, and the prospects for available funds are not so bright.

Though speed was a factor in Delta Upsilon's marathon to raise money for the University of Kentucky last year, this year it has netted more than $30,000. The fraternity plans to appeal to the folks for support.

**video-taped 'special' scheduled**

Newsmen Jennings speaks tonight

Peter Jennings, national correspondent for ABC News and television, will deliver an address tonight at 8 p.m. in the Student Union ballroom, Rusty Beech Auditorium.

Jennings, America's most familiar face on the news media, will celebrate his 30th birthday tonight and plans to air a special program on ABC News. He is scheduled to appear in 12 cities throughout the nation in promotion of his book, "This Is the News," which he will begin to write tonight.

Jennings, a native of Owensboro, Kentucky, is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and has worked with ABC since 1967. He has covered events ranging from the Apollo space program to the civil rights movement.

**Council Accounts on Academic Report**

By KAREN SCHMITT

**Council Accepts Academic Report**

The Student Council passed a resolution on Monday morning, April 24, 1969, that the Academic Report, a semi-annual report submitted by the Academic Affairs Department, be accepted as a part of the University's annual budget process.

The Academic Report includes information on the status of academic programs and courses, including enrollment figures, faculty salaries, and budgetary information. It is intended to provide an overview of the academic programs at the University and to inform the budgetary process of the University's academic needs.

The Academic Council also passed a resolution that the Academic Report be distributed to all members of the Student Council and to the University community.

The Academic Council also recommended that the Academic Report be made available to the general public through the University's website.

The Academic Council also recommended that the Academic Report be distributed to all members of the Student Council and to the University community.

The Academic Council also recommended that the Academic Report be made available to the general public through the University's website.

**750 Seniors Toasted in Annual Ceremony**

Eastern formally recognized 750 of its students Sunday at the annual Honors Banquet, sponsored by the Student Association and the Student Council.

The Honors Banquet is a traditional event held each year to recognize outstanding students at Eastern Kentucky University. It is attended by faculty, staff, and guests to celebrate the achievements of these students and to honor their contributions to the university community.

The banquet was held in the Student Union Ballroom at 6 p.m. on Sunday, May 15, 1969. It included a dinner, speeches, awards, and music. The keynote speaker was Dr. J. William Jennings, an...
Students Bring Responsibility To Elections

Inside Scoop On Robert Martin

Valuable Lessons

Plea For Responsibility

The Progress "Black And White" Photos

Editorial Attacked

Students Bring Responsibility To Elections

Eastern is currently integrating black studies into liberal arts curriculums; more black professors are being hired; education is being taken to the people, like training workshops for Appalachia or teaching classes in information and privacy.

On what about welfare of students? Well, Dr. Martin is one of the few educators who has devoted his efforts to raise tuition, and he's locked in a battle with the legislature.

Dr. Martin continually seeks student help and advice, although many are wary to offer it. Dr. Martin must resist the temptation to be a leader, to stand for what he believes, to be afraid to stand for what he believes.

A large group of students who didn't vote. They certainly must not have opposed the referendum or any part of the result of the referendum, and the way in which the elections were handled carry some pretty serious implications.

Valuable Lessons

To Learn From UK

Recent events at the University of Kentucky should serve as a reminder that the political decision is a very serious accusation, a charge which is completely false to the university.

The provision under which UK dismisses the students comes from its student code which the university may serve violations with any person who presents a clear and present danger to the student body. If the student body is in no way a public service, in Kentucky, it is a very public service. It is a very public service.

I guess this is enough. It's time to stop reading and prepare to hear charges of 'selling out' I hope so — because if we can't do more, we can't do less, but a person is innocent until proven guilty. Apparently UK could have evicted me for something else.

The Last week, the grand jury met in Lexington to consider the cases of the four students charged on narcotics charges but released the fourth.

(Continued on Page Three)

The Progress 'Black And White' Photos

The Eastern Progress was surprised and shocked to learn that a black student on the Eastern campus questioned the statement of the April 21 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education. The statement was made in a letter to the editor, which was published in the Progress this year. Of the 425 photographs in the issue, 80 were "whites" and 345 were "blacks." The statement was that there were "whites" and 345 were "blacks" and 345 were "blacks." There were also "whites" and 345 were "blacks." The statement was that there were "whites" and 345 were "blacks." The statement was that there were "whites" and 345 were "blacks." The statement was that there were "whites" and 345 were "blacks."
Finding The Answers To Student Unrest

By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON (D.C.)—Some 3,000 years ago, Homer melted the observation that youth is quick in temper but well judged.

Several centuries later Aristotle noted that "youth is easy because it is quick in hope."

The wisdom of both Homer and Aristotle is being confirmed every day on the campuses of Harvard, Howard, Ivy College of New York, and Cornell.

It was an undeserved abundance of temper and a paucity of judgment that led a little band of black students at Worchester College in South Carolina to take up arms and set two buildings on fire.

The students wound up in jail without even the sweet smell of martyrdom about them.

At student unrest spurs wildly from the college campus to the high school and junior high school is but the older generation asking when and where it will stop.

The only measure of what extent these troubles are being, is that they can rid the world of all its illusions and its religious.

We get some insight into the possible future with the political-economic system in this country and that that is what must be proportionately.

The students who ask only for less restrictive regulations, that smoke on campus or improved food can usually be talked to. If the problem is racial conflict there are paths of resolution, albeit mighty difficult.

But the people who have been fed fat with associating themselves with this generation of the young people of today, are taking a look at the establishment and that look means trouble.

The assumption of a higher wisdom or morality is easy enough for any group to embrace, but it is particularly easy for youth, who is naturally striving to break the ten of authority and discipline. So it is fairly easy for most high schools to endorse the following assertion in the SDS pamphlet:

"There is one primary cause behind why the students believe in the administration. When a school becomes a showpiece, a tool, a weapon, and a weapon to be used to serve the administrative interests of the country, the students will take any steps to save their minds and to make the right things.

"The agitation for student unrest comes on the suggestion that every student is interested enough in some grievance, hence some teacher enough, or is troubled enough by some thought close to go along with that judgment.

"The trouble is that we are not the first people to say that.

"When you get enough students irritated, hostile in the belief that the administration has no right to a gull cannot wear mini - skirts or boys long hair, it is easier to work up the union that members day-to-day to teach the right things the right way and that the militant education process needs to be reversed.

"The more emotional or gullible student is thus led to conclude that the truth lies with the political-economic system in this country and that that is what must be proportionately.
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The View From Here

By KARE L. PAGE, Progress Sports Editor

On Friday and Saturday, the Ohio Valley Conference Spring Sports Banquet held for the sports season was held at the University of Kentucky. Those who were present were classmates, alumni, and friends of the athletes who were honored. The recognition of being the best school, is also the defending champion in both of the sports that will be held - golf, tennis, and track.

This year the event is going to comprise the campus of Western Kentucky University, which is the host of this year's event. The event is going to be held in the campus of Western Kentucky University, which is the host of this year's event.
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Baseball Squad Ends Season With 13-9 Overall Record

Four Eastern Coaches To Hold Summer Clinics

Dimaggio's Feat Voted Best

Baseball Season Ends On Sour Note

Grant Colehour

Dimaggio's Feat Voted Best

John Newton

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam
Alpine Imp

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
W Main St

212 WATER ST.
623-9674

GRANT OAKLEHUR
Co-sponsor of Eastern's new interscctlon division All-American then until this summer, will be com-
http://www. eastern.edu/athletics

The University Shop

UPBEAT

The University Shop

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Glyndon Barber Shop

John Newton

20-26 for ages 15-18.

Four Eastern Coaches will hold summer baseball clinics throughout the region. Each camp will select one of its better senior players to conduct the instruction. The camps will be in cooperation with Maysville High School, Madison County High School, and Morehead State University. The dates and times are:
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Canfield Motors

OLDSMOBILE
All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Kroger—Phone 623-4010

212 WATER ST.
623-9674

FORMAL WEAR RENTAL SERVICE
FOR YOUR BEST
FASHION LOOK
Eastern's Marching Band
To Lead Laurel Parade
Youth, beauty, and bloom of all kinds will be showcased in the Marching Band presentation which will precede the opening of Mountain Laurel Festival. The parade will be held at 7:35 p.m. on Saturday, May 15th, on Main Street in Lexington. Participating bands include the University of Kentucky, Morehead State University, and Eastern Kentucky University.

Companion
For inside-beach occasions, Jean Proux offers a new idea in swimwear. The one-piece suit features a matching wraparound bikini bottom. (Staff photo by Jim White.)

Cool And Bright
You don't have to talk to wear it, it's a socks and bright red or off the shoulders. Jean Proux, Charleston, makes a halter dress with red trim. (Staff photo by John Graves.)

Students, Professors Return From Six-State Geology Field Expedition
With Plenty Of Rocks
The Eastern group came back with some "solid reading," artifactual formations and collected specimens. A paper by Dr. Halley presented at the meeting of the Southeastern Association of Geologists.
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YOUR NEW INVESTORS HERITAGE AGENCY AT EKU

TO THE CAMPUS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY:

Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company is pleased to introduce here six of your fellow students who will represent its as campus salesmen for a basic insurance plan of particular interest to the college market.

These young salesmen were recruited from your own student body. They are interested in you and will be associated with you daily. They will be sharing the same dorm with you. They will be among you, available at all times to answer your questions and, best of all, render life insurance service to you. They have been carefully trained. You may depend upon them for honest, forthright dealings.

The insurance plan they will present has been designed for particular interest to young people on the way up. To age 25 it costs you only $36 a year for $10,000 of life coverage. At age 25 it automatically converts to permanent life at the guaranteed premium of $149.50 a year per unit of $10,000.

The insurance plan has been designed for particular interest to young people on the way up. To age 25 it costs you only $36 a year for $10,000 of life coverage. At age 25 it automatically converts to permanent life at the guaranteed premium of $149.50 a year per unit of $10,000.

They, therefore, have five options to buy additional units of $10,000 each, regardless of health or occupation. If the options are exercised, you can own $60,000 of life insurance at age 40.

Additional advantages are detailed in the brochure reproduced below. Nor do we present this attractive plan as a stranger in your midst. Investors Heritage is a domestic company, founded and owned within the boundaries of Kentucky. Our home office is at Second Street and Capital Avenue in Frankfort, just five blocks north of the State Capitol. We are interested in growing with you, with EKU, and with Kentucky. We solicit your business and commend our student salesmen to your perceptive attention.

Charlie Brodsky
Assistant to Harry Lee Waterfield, President and Chairman of the Board.

---

### Assured Heritage Protection Plan

**What is the Assured Heritage Protection Plan?**

1. Assured low cost protection during dependent years and young adulthood.
2. Assured protection, regardless of health or occupation, in the future.
3. An Assured foundation for a sound financial estate in the future.

**Who is eligible?**

ANY STUDENT OR PERSON BETWEEN THE AGES OF 6 MONTHS AND 24 YEARS, 6 MONTHS.

**What is the Assured Heritage Protection Premium?**

Premium to Age 25
- $36 annually for 1 unit of $10,000.
- $24 annually for ½ unit of $5,000.

Converts automatically at age 25 to Ordinary Life

**Does this policy automatically convert to Permanent Life?**

Yes, at age 25, and the guaranteed premiums are:
- $5,000.00: $59.75
- $10,000.00: $119.50

**Is waiver of premium provided?**

AFTER YOUR FIFTEENTH BIRTHDAY: waiver of premium is automatically included.

**Disability Benefits**

If you become totally and permanently disabled after age 15 and before age 60, the plan will continue to provide coverage, without further payment of premiums for as long as the disability continues.

If you are still disabled at age 25, the cash value in your converted policy will grow, even though you are not paying the premiums.

**Is there a special guaranteed future option to purchase any permanent plan of insurance?**

Yes. At ages 28, 31, 34, 37 and 40, an additional policy for $10,000.00 or $5,000.00 depending on plan selected can be purchased at standard rates regardless of your health condition or occupation.

**How does the special Retirement Option work?**

Retirement or pension option permits you to add funds for your retirement program.

**No medical examination required?**

If you are in good health. Answer application questions on reverse side.

**How to apply.**

Complete the application. It must be signed by the parent or guardian if the applicant is under age 18.

---

INVESTORS HERITAGE

Life Insurance Company

200 CAPITAL AVENUE • FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601
Thornton, Pergram Acclaimed
Best Actor, Actress By Honorary

BY JUDI LEDFORD
STAFF WRITER

Kathy Thornton and Larry Pergram were voted best actor and actress, respectively, at the first annual Alpha Psi Omega awards banquet held May 10. In formance as Tubby in "The Truth About Tubby," Miss Thornton received her award for best actress and actor award for best actor.

In competition as White America," Miss Thornton received her award for best actress and actor award for best actor.

Best Actor, Actress By Honorary

Also A Spotlight Super Special For Girls

Feathered, forever modern . . . forever beautiful . . . Masterpieces

20% off on Teeshirts and Sweatershirts

BY JUDI LEDFORD

Ami was for her performance as
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MAY WE APOLOGIZE?

OUR LAST RECORD SALE WAS NOT THE TYPE PROMOTION THAT THE CAMPUS BOOKSTORE WANTED TO OFFER IT'S CUSTOMERS

SO: STARTING MAY 19TH WE HAVE ARRANGED TO HAVE OVER 1,000 PIECES OF RECORDS, ALL TYPES INCLUDED

CLOSE OUT

SPECIAL NOTICE

The CAMPUS BOOKSTORE is pleased to announce the sale of a Special College Sampler Pac of Toffees at a fraction of its retail value!

$199 EACH

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE

Must be presented with this ad

SPECIAL SELECTION

ROCK 'N ROLL / ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS
RHYTHM & BLUES / JAZZ / FOLK / TV THEMES
MIXED GENRES: MODERN & COUNTRY / CLASSICAL

COME ON DOWN... AND GET WITH THIS GREAT RECORD BONANZA

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

Student Union Building

BOOKSTORE